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If the Communists of Russia had their way, we’d be eating Russian pelmeni and pyshki
instead of Georgian khinkali and khachapuri right now.

Russian politicians have called for tough economic sanctions against Georgia after protests
erupted last month in the South Caucasus nation over the visit of a lawmaker from Moscow.
Russia previously banned Georgian wine and sparkling water imports in 2006-2013 on the
back of deteriorating relations.

Related article: Russian Parliament Calls for Sanctions on 'Unfriendly' Georgia

The Communists of Russia party, which split from the better-known Communist Party in
2012, proposed last week to rename popular Georgian dishes with their Russian
approximations. That way, the traditional Georgian dumpling khinkali would instead be
branded pelmeni, a Russian dumpling; and the cheesy bread khachapuri would go by pyshki,
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or fried dough.

“We submitted this demand because we want adequate responses to the disrespect emanating
from Georgia,” Yaroslav Sidorov, the party’s deputy chief, told The Moscow Times on
Monday.

“You stroll through the city [of Moscow] and see all these khinkali [restaurants]. I can’t
imagine a ‘pelmennaya’ sign hanging in Tbilisi,” he said.

Sidorov says the rebranding of Georgian food, which enjoys widespread popularity in
Moscow, “is unlikely to worsen the current state of things, after everything that’s happened
there.”

Asked whether the proposal would gain traction, the party executive told The Moscow Times:
“I can’t say that the petition will be approved, but I hope that it will spark a reaction.” 

Demand for khinkali has dropped 19% and 13% for khachapuri in Russia between July 1 and
July 10 compared to the same period last year, according to a study cited by the RBC news
website Monday. 
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